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1. Introduction 
This document describes the Sun-3 architecture. It is intended as a reference for Sun-3 software, 

hardware, and systems implementors. 

Features. The Sun-3 architecture is an extension of the Sun-2 architecture. Its main features are 
support of the 68020 CPU, the 68881 FPP, 8 KB pages, eight 256 MB contexts, and a 32-bit VMEbus. 
The Sun~3 architecture does not necessarily apply 'to any future CPUs. 

Scope; This Sun-3 architecture manual describes all devices on the CPU Board. It does not 
describe devices that are on the system bus. 

Implementation. The main part of this document is independent of a particular implementations of 
the architecture. Implementation specific data, such as 'timing information, need to be defined for 
each implementation. 

Correctness. An important goal of this document is correctness. Please report any errors • 
. omissions, or oversights immediately so they can be corrected in future revisions. 

1.1. Definitions 

In the subsequent description of the Sun-3 architecture the following abbreviations are used: 

CPU: Central Processing Unit 

.DVMA: Direct Virtual Memory Access 

MMU: Memory Management Unit 

PMEG: Page Map Entry Group 

POR: Power-On-Reset 
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1.2. Architecture Overview 

The Sun-3 architecture is divided into three spaces: the CPU space, Control space, and Device 
space. 

The CPU space comprises all references of the 68020 CPU in function code 7. 

The Control space is the core of the Sun-3 architecture. It includes the Sun-3 memory 
management unit (the "MMUi

,) as well as all other Sun-3architecture extensions to the CPU, such as 
the bus error register, the system enable register, the diagnostic register, and the ·,D-PROM. The 10-
PROM contains a unique serial number and indicates the implementation type of the architecture. 

The Device space of the Sun-3 architecture defines what devices exist in the architecture and how 
they are accessed. These devices include main memory, the system bus, and I/O devices. 

All CPU accesses to device space pass through the MMU and thus are translated and protected in 
an· identical fashion. In addition, direct memory accesses by DVM A masters such as the Ethernet or 
the VMEbus slave interface also pass through the memory memory management and thus operate in 
a fully protected environment. 

. The figure below illustrates how the CPU, MMU, and devices are .interconnected in the Sun-3 
architecture. . The CPU sends out a virtual address that· is tra~slated by the MMU i~to a physical 
address. The VME Master Interface, MaJn Memory, Video Memory, and I/O Devices are addressed 
with physical addresses on the rightside of the MMU. 

The CPU, E;thernet Interface, and VME Slave Interface arbitrate for and share the virtual address 
bus on the "Ieftside of the MMU. Of these ·three devices, the Ethernet has the highest priority, the 
VMEbus slave interface is the Second highest, arid the CPU is lowest. 

.------------
1 68020 1 1 Main 
1 CPU 1 »» »» 1 Memory 

------------- I 1 ------------
1 ----------- 1 

------------- I I ------------I Ethernet I I 1 Sun-3 I I 1 1/0 1 
I Interface 1»>1»»»>1 MMU 1»»»»>1»>1 Devices 1 
------------- I 1 1 1 ------------

I ----------- I 
------------- I 1 ------------I VMEbus 1 I 1 1 VMEbus 
I Slave· I»» »»1 Master 
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1.3. Implementation Configu rations 

The Sun·3 architecture allows each implementations of the Sun-3 architecture to have its own 
configuration of devices. In addition, configurations may provide certain options in terms of main 
memory size and I/O devices. With this configuration flexibility comes a number of optional bits in 
registers. These Sun·3 implementation configurations are treated uniformly as follows: 

• Machine Configuration. The machine type in tne IDPROM indicates which devices the 
machine has, or has options for, and the address assignment of such devices. The result 
of an accesses to a physical address that is not defined for a given machine type is not 
specified. 

• Optional Main Memory. Each Sun-3 machine type has a minimum and maximum main 
memory. The minimum main memory size on a Sun-3 is 2 megabytes, the maximum 
depends on the machine type. An access to memory that is addressable, but not 
physically present, responds with timeout/bus error. 

• Optional lID Devices. Optional I/O devices are devices that. are defined for a given 
machine type, but not I)ecessary instaUed on a given machine, such as an optional data 
encryption pr,?cessor. 'An access to an optional I/O defined that is not physically present 
respond with timeout/bus error. 

• Optional Bits in Registers. These bits are defined in the architecture, but are only used in 
certain implementations, such as many of the ,bits in the system enable register. These 
bits exist 'for all implementations but have only an affect when used in a particular 
implementation. 

• Unused bits in Page Map. Unimplement.ed bits in the page map physical address field 
read back as Os. 
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,2. Address Spaces 
The Sun·3 architecture uses three address spaces: CPU Space, Control Space, and Device Space. 

These address spaces are decoded with different processor function codes. 

The following table describes how different CPU function codes are mapped to the CPU, Control, 
and Device space. 

FC Address Space 
----------------------------------------o Reserved 
1 Device Space (User Data) 
2 Device Space (User Program) . 
3 Control Space 
4 Reserved 
5 Device Space (Supervisor Data) 
6 Device Space (Supervisor Program) 
7 CPU Space 

2.1. CPU Space 

CPU space ~onsists_of all cycles that use function code 7. These include coprocessor cycles. 
interrupt, breakpoint and ring-protection cycles. 

2.2. Control Space 

Control space consists of. all cycles that I)se function code 3. This includes accesses to the 
memory management unit (the "MMU"), to the bus error register, the system enable register, the user 
enable register, the diagnostic register, the IO·PROM, and the cache if one is present. 

2.3. Device Space 

Device space includes all d~vices t.hat are accessed by the CPU with data or program space 
instructions. These devices include main memory, the VMEbus, 1/0 devices, and so on. All devices 
are accessed via the MMU. This allows all devices to be protected, shared, and managed in a uniform 
manner in a multiprocess environment. 
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3.CPU Space 
CPU space consists of all cycles that use function code 7. This includes coprocesSor cycles, 

interrupt, breakpoint and ring-protection cycles. 

3. t. CPU Space Cycles 

In the Sun-3 architecture, address bits A 16 and A 17 are decoded to determine the type of CPU 
space cycle as follows: 

TYPE 

BREAKPOINT CYCLE 
RINGPROTECTION 
COPROCESSOR CYCLE 
INTERRUPT CYCLE 

A17 

o 
o 
1 
1 

A16 

o 
1 
o 
1 

RESPONSE 

BERR 
BERR 
DSACK/BERR 
AVEC/DSACK/BERR 

Breakpoint and ringprotection cycles are terminated with Bus Error. 

For Coprocessor cyc'es, address bits A 13 through A 15 are also decoded. If A 13 = 1 and A 14 = 0 and 
A 15 = 0 then the reference is directed to the floating point coprocessor and terminated normally. ·If no 
floating point coprocesSor is phys{cally present, i.e. if ·the FPP chip is not plugged in, a timeout/bus 
error is generated to allow software emulation of the instruction. Other coprocessor cycles are 
terminated with timeout/bus error as well. 

Interrupt .cycles are normally terminated ~ith AVEC (autovector) .for most onboard interrupts, and 
with DSACK for VME and vectored interrupts, unless the interrupt vector acquisition is aborted with 
BERR. 
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4. Cont rol Space 
Control Space includes the Sun·3 memory management unit and all Sun·3 architectural extensions 

to the CPU. These extensions include the bus error register, the system enable register, the user 
enable register, the diagnostic register, the ID·PROM, and the cache if one is present. 

4.1. Access to Control Space Devices 

Control space devices are decoded via the high·order address bits. For IDPROM and map 
accesses, additional virtual address bits determine which map entry is being modified. For accesses 
to the pag~ map and segment -map, the value of the context register determines which context's map 
will be modified. Thus, for user virtual address V, the map entries are accessed as follows: 

REGISTER/MAP ADDRESS BASE SIZE 

10 PROM OxOOOOOOOO + V BYTE 
PAGE MAP Ox10000000 + V LONG 
SEGMENT MAP Ox20000000 + V BYTE 
CONTEXT REG. Ox30000000 BYTE 
SYSTEM ENABLE Ox40000000 BYTE 
USER ENABLE Ox50000000 BYTE 
BUS ERROR REG. Ox60000000 BYTE 
DIAGNOSTIC REG. Ox70000000. BYTE 
RESERVED ·Ox80000000 •• 0xFOOOOOOO 

TYPE 

READ 
R/W 
R/W 
R/W 
R/W 
R/W 
READ 
WRITE 

RELEVANT BITS 

V & Ox0000001F 
V & OxOFFFEOOO 
V & OxOFFEOOOO 

The reserved addresses are reserved for controlling cache operation in machines that have a 
cache. Accessing these locations has no effect if no cache is implemented. 
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4.2.Sun-3 Memory Management Ur:'it Summary 

4.3. Summary 

page size: 
s·e9ment size: 
process size: 
II of contexts: 
N of segments/context: 

,II of pages/segment: 
/I of pmegs: 
/I of pages total: 
/I of segments total: 

8 KBytes 
128 KBytes 
256 MBytes 
8 
2048 
16 
256 
4096 . 
16384 

4.3.1. Address Translation 

2 0 27 11 16 13 12 

Virtual Address I (3)1 (11) 

Segment Map: 

Page Map: 

ex • segment II 

7 

I I 

(8) 

pmeg " 
1 

o 

31 . 28 21 24 23 

. 111111111(2)11111 (5) 

(4) I 

page " 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

19 18 

.(13) 

byte , 

( 19/d) 

v w s x typ a m reserved physical page , 
I 

I 

o 

physical address (32/26) 
v: valid bit. implies read access 
w: write access bit 
s: system access bit 
x: don·t cache bit 
a: accessed bit 
m: modified bit 

typ=OO: onboard memory 
typ=01: onboard i/o 
typ-10: VMEbus 16-bit data 
typ=l1: VMEbus 32-bit data 
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4.4. MMU Overview 

The memory management consists of a context register, a segment map, and a page map. Virtual 
addresses from the processor are translated into intermediate addresses by the segment map and 
then into physical addresses by the page map~ The MMU uses a page size of 8K bytes and a segment 
size of 128K bytes. Eight contexts with an address space of 256M bytes each are provided .. 

4.5. Contexts 

The Sun·3 MMU is divided into 8 distinct address spaces or "contexts". The current context is 
selected by means of a 3·bit context register. The same context applies to both user and sU'pervisor 
state. 

4.6. Segment Map 

The segment map has 16384 entries. It is indexed by the 3 bits of the current context register and 
the 11 most si"gnificant bits of the virtual addre.ss, bits 17 through 27. Thus, the segment map is 
divided into 8 contexts of 2048 entries each. Segment map entries are 8 bits wide, pointing to a page 
map entry group (pmeg). 

'4.7. Page Map 

The page map contains 4096 page entries each mapping an 8K byt~ page. Page map entries are 
composed of a valid bit, protection field, don't cache bit, type field, accessed and modified bits, and a 
page number. 

The page map is divided into 256 sections of 16 entries each. Each section is pointed to by a 
segment map entry and is called a page map entry group, or pmeg. 

4.7.1. Valid Bit 

The valid bit means that the page ent~y is valid. It also allows read and execute access to the page. 

4.7.2. W rite Bit 

The write bit allows write access to the page. 

4.7.3. Supervisor Bit 

If the supervisor bit is set, the read and write access protection applies only to the supervisor and 
no access is permitted to theuser. If the supervisor bit is clear, the access protection applies both to . . 

the supervisor and user. 
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4.7.4. Don't Cache Bit 

If this bit is set then the page referenced will not be cached. The don't cache bit is meaningful only 
for implementations of the Sun·3 architecture that include a cache. In machines without a cache the 
bit can be read and written but has no effect. 

4.7.5. PageType 

The 2·bit page type field provides for four physical address spaces, each starting at a physical 
address of o. The four types are: 

PMAP<27 •. 26>: TYPE 
o - Main Memory 
1 - 1/0 Devices 
2 - VMEbus 16-bit data 
3 - VMEbus 32-bit data 

4.7.6. Statistics Bits: Accessed and Modified 

The accessed and mQdified bits are set, as the name implies, whenever a page is accessed or 
modified (written into). The statistics bits are automatically updated for all cycles except if the page is 
invalid orprotected. The statistic bits may not be correctif a cache is present. 

PMAP<25>: ACCESSED 
o - Not Accessed 
1 - Accessed ' 

PMAP<24>: MODIFIED 
o - Not Modified 
1 - Modified 

In Sun·3 implementations with a cache, the accessed and modified bits are only updated on 
memo~y' accesses that "miss" the cache. The section "MMU Access Bit" and "Modified Bits for the 
Cache and MMU" in the Cache chapter furth~r discuss statistic bit updates ,in systems with a cache. 

4.7.7. Reserved Field 

The reserved field in the page map has no function. It can be written into, but it always reads back 
aso .. 

PMAP<24 •• 19>: RESERVED 

4.7.8. Physical Page Number 

The page number field in conjunction with the byte address generates the physical address. The 
page number field is either 12 bits or 19 bits wic:le. In conjunction with the 13·bit physical byte 
number, the 12·bit page number field generates a 2S-bit physical address, whereas the 19·bit page 
number field generates a 32-bit physical address. In case of the 12·bit page number field, the unused 
bits <18 .. 13> have no function; they can be written into, but they always reads back as O. 

PMAP<18 .• 0>: PAGE NUMBER 
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4.8.10 PROM 

The purpose of the ID PROM is to provide information about the machine. This includes basic 
. information on the machine type, a unique serial number for software licensing and distribution, a 

unique Ethernet address, the date of manufacturing, and a checksum. In addition, the ID PROM. 
stores configur~tion data for the machine. 

The ID PROM is a 32 byte bipolar PROM that is not modifiable .. 
REGISTER 

10 PROM 0 
10 PROM 1 
10 PROM 2 

10 PROM OxlF 

ADDRESS SIZE 

OxOOOO BYTE 
OxOOOl BYTE 
Ox0002 BYTE 

Ox001F BYTE 

TYP,E 

READ-ONLY 
READ-:ONLY 
READ-ONLY 

READ-ONLY 

The content of the ID PROM is as follows: 

Entry field 

(1) Format 
(2) Machine Type 
(3) Ethernet Address 
(4) Date 
(5) Serial Number 
(6) Checksum 
(1) Reser~ed 

In detail: 

1 Byte 
1 Byte 
6 Bytes 
4 Bytes 
3 Bytes 
1 Byte 
16 Bytes 

(1) Format. The format of the 10 PROM. 

nx=- SUN?' iX' > SoN 3 

X 1 :: rn()~TIB()S 
X :L : lIme 

I { ::: C4 ree r"" 
( ;. -:. m~S" 
13::. Sl r\uS 
I t-f ':. prv>M 
11 ':: $'uN'3F 

( {(P{}) 

(So) 
(2.(,0) 

ell 0) 
(t,o) 

(2) Machine Type. A number specifying an implementation of the architecture. 

(3) Ethernet Address. This is the unique 48·bit Ethernet address assigned by Sun to this machine. 

(4) Date. The date the 10 PROM was generated. It is in the form of a 32·bit long word which 
contains the number of seconds since January 1, 1970. 

(5) Serial Number. This is a 3·byte serial number. 

(6) Checksum. The checksum is defined such that the longitudinal XOR of the first 16 bytes of the 
PROM including the checksum yields O. 

(7) Reserved. This field will be specified in a future revision of this document. 
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4.9. System Enable Register 

. The System Enable Register enables system facilities and allows booting. This register can be read 
and written under software contro.1 and is cleared on power up (hardware reset) and watchdog reset, 
but not upon CPU reset. Bits are assigned as follows: 

Initialization: cleared on power-up-reset 

REGISTER ADDRESS DATA TYPE 

SYSTEM ENABLE Ox40000000 BYTE READ/WRITE 

The fields of the system enable register are as follows: 
SYSTEM ENABLE REGISTER FIELDS 

DO 
01 
D2 
03 
04 
05 
D6 
D7 

EN.DIAG 
(res) 
EN.COPY 
EN.VIDEO 
EN.CACHE 
EN.SDVMA 
EN.FPP 
EN.BOOT-

Read back diagnostic switch 
reserved 
Enable copy mode to video memory, if present 
Enable vide~ display &Ad espy made if pr~~t 
En~ble e~ternal cache if present 
Eriable ~ystem DVMA if present 
Enable floating point processor if present 
Enable Boot State (0 -> boot, 1 -> normal) 

When cleared after power~up or watchdog reset, all bits are initialized to O. In this state, boot state 
is active whereas all other enables are disabled. 

EN.DtAG. This bit reads back the external diagnostic switch. A "0" bit read means that the switch 
is in its normal state (not-diagnostic), whereas a "1" means that the switch is activated (diagnostic). 

, . 
EN. COPY. This bit enables the copy update mode to the video memory, if present. 

EN. VIDEO. This bit enables the video 'signal to the video monitor, if present, 

EN. CACHE. This bit enables the external cache, if present. 

EN.SDVMA. This bit enables the system DVMA from the system bus, if present. 

EN.FPP. This bit enables the fly?~g-&oint coprocessor (FPP), if present. If this bit is deasserted, 
then accesses to the FPP cause abu~. If the bit is asserted, accesses are directed to the FPP.ln 
the later case, if no FPP is present, then the access still will result in bus error. 

EN.BOOT. Boot state forces all supervisor program fetches to the EPROM device independent of 
the setting of the memory management. All other types of references are unaffected and will be 
mapped as during normal operation of the processor. 
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4.10. Use r DVMA Enable Registe r 

On implementations of the architecture that allow user DVMA, this register controls which contexts 
have DVMA access. For each context, a separate enable bit is provided. 

Initialization: cleared on power-up-reset 

REGISTER ADDRESS DATA TYPE 

USER OVMA EN. Ox50000000 BYTE READ/WRITE 

The fields of the user DVMA enable register are as follows: 
SYSTEM ENABLE REGISTER FIELDS 

DO EN.exo 
Ot EN.eXt 
02 EN.eX2 
03 EN.eX3 
04 EN.CX4 
05 EN.CX5 
06 EN.eX6 
07 EN.eX7 

When cleared after power-up or watchdog reset, all bits are initialized to O. In this state, all user 
DVMA is disabled. 
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4.11. Bus Error Register 

When a bl:ls error occurs, the bus error register latches its cause to allow software to identify the 
source of the bus error. The bus error register always latches the cause of the most recent bus error. 
Thus, in the case of stacked bus errors, the information relating to the earlier bus errors is lost. 

The bus error register is a read-only register. 

REGISTER ADDRESS DATA TYPE 

BUS ERROR Ox60000000 BYTE READ-ONLY 

The fields of the bus error registers are defined as follows: 
BIT NAME MEANING 
----~~--~---------------~;l~f~;;-1?i;if------------------

01 0 . -J 

02 0 
03 0 
04 VMEBERR 
05 TIMEOUT 
06 PROTERR' 
07 INVALID 

VMEbus Bus Error 
Timeout Error 
Protection Error 
Invalid Page 

--~-------------------------------------------------------. . 

In more detail, the bus error conditions are as follows: 

• INVALID means that the valid bit in the page map was not set. 

• PROTERR means that the page protection bits did not allow the kind of operation 
attempted. 

• TIMEOUT results from accessing non-existing devices, both on-board and off-board. 

• VMEBERR indicates a VMEbus cycle acknowledged "with a bus error. 
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4.12. Diagnostic Register 

The diagnostic register drives an 8-bit LED display for displaying error messages. A "0" bit written 
will cause the corresponding LED to light up~ a "1" bit to be dark. Upon power-on-reset, the 
diagnostic register is initialized to 0 causing all LEOs to light up. 

Initialization: none 

REGISTER ADDRESS DATA TYPE 

DIAGNOSTIC REG. Ox70000000 BYTE WRITE-ONLY 
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5. Device Space 
Device space includes all the devices of the system that are accessed through the memory 

management. This includes main memory, video memory, and input/output devices. 

In the following, each device is described in terms of its initialization, interrupts, exceptions, 
reference, and register mapping. 

Not all devices are present in all implementations of the architecture. Which devices are present 
and their physical addresses are described in the implementation section for each machine type. 
However, the following devices are required for all implementations: 

• Main Memory 

• Memory Error Register 

• Interrupt Register 

• EPROM 

• EEPROM 

• Clock 

5.1. Main Memory 

Main memory is. the· primary system" memory. It has a minimum size of 2 Megabytes and it is 
contiguous in physical addresses. The "addressing hardware decodes all bits present in the page 
number field of the MMU. An access to addressable but not-existing memory causes a timeout. 

LOCATION ADDRESS DATA TYPE 

OxOOOOOOOO OxOOOOOOOO LONG READ-WRITE 

In most implementations, main memory is built from dynamic RAM chips. The dynamic RAMs are 
refreshed in hardware. " 

For main memory equipped with parity checking, parity must be initialized by writing all of memory . 
. A Parity exception is caused if parity read is different from parity written and· parity checking is 
enabled in the parity error register. 
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5.2. Frame Buffer 

A Sun-3 implentation has one of three frame buffer options: no frame buffer, main-memory frame 
buffer, and dual-ported frame buffer. These options are further described below. 

Additional, external display devices and frame buffers can be added to those implementations of 
the architecture that include a system bus. Those external frame buffers are not within the scope of 
this document. 

The main-memory and the dual-ported frame buffer have the same architecture. In both cases, the 
frame buffer is mapped to the display screen as follows: 

Data bit 15 of Word a of frame buffer is the first visible pixel in the upper left corner of the display. 
Consecutive words are displayed along the horizontal scanline ~eft to right. After <display-width) 
number of pixels have been, displayed, the next word is displayed at the beginning of the next 
horizontal line, up to <display-height) number of lines. <display-width) and <display-height) are 
implementation constants. The display data polarity is such that "1 " bits are black on the screen and 
"0" bits are white. -

N • <display-width> I 16 
M • <display-height> 

16 o 15 o 16 o 15 o 

I WORD 0 I WORD 1 , I ... I WORD ,N-1 

I WORD N I WORD N+l I · · . 
I WORD 2·N I WORD 2·N+1 I ... I WORD 2·N-1 I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------I ... I ... I 

I ... I WORD (M-l)·N-ll 

5.2.1. No Frame Buffer 

If there is no frame buffer, then the Video Enable Bit and the Copy Enable Bit of the System Enable 
Register are not used. ~(t",[) L ;:"d> ..... _ '2,,' I f~'(:5 

5.2.2. Main-Memory Frame Buffer 
. , 

In this alternative the frame buffer is resident in main memory and the video display is refreshed out 
of main memory. 

The visible display area starts at memory address 1 megabyte and extends to the size of the display. 
The maximum size of the visible display area is 128 kilobytes. 

REGISTER ADDRESS DATA TYPE 

OxOOOOOO Ox100000 LONG . READ-WRITE 

Ox01FFFC Oxl1FFFC LONG READ-WRITE 
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Relevant bits in the system enable register are the Video Enable Bit and the Copy Enable Bit. The 
Video Enable Bit turns the display on and off. The Copy Enable Bit is not used. '" /_: ~,(. "'.; ~- > ~., t', J • ,~. I:: 

5.2.3. Dual-Ported Frame Buffer 

In this configuration, the frame buffer is located in a dedicated 128K byte video memory. This video 
memory is dual-ported; one port performs video refresh, the second port provides processor access. 

REGISTER ADDRESS DATA TYPE 

OxOOOOOO OxOOOOOO LONG READ';WRITE 

Ox01FFFC Ox01FFFC LONG READ-WRITE 

Relevant bits in the system enable register are the Video Enable Bit and the Copy Enable Bit. The 
Video Enable Bit turns ,the display on and off. The Copy Enable Bit enables the copy mode (see 
below). 

The video m~mory can be updated in two ways. First, it can be read and written directly like 
memory~ As such, it is visible as a 128 KBYtebfock ofm~rn,oi-y locations. Second, the video memory 
can be wriHe'n in ,copy mode 'as a side-effect' ot'writing into special region of main memory. 

Main memory shadowes video, memory in the range of physical addresses starting at 1 megabytes 
and extending for 128 'kilobytes. This area of main memory is called,the copy region. If the copy 
enab,le bit in the system enable register is set~.then data written into this copy region is also written 
into the vid~o memory at the 'same location ~ithin the 128K region. A read from the copy region 
returns the data in main memorY and does' not affect the video memory. 
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5.3. Memory Error Register 

All Sun-3 implementations have either memory parity error detection or memory equipped with 
error correction. The error reporting from these memory error mechanism is performed by the 
memory error register described in this section. 

The memory error register consists of a control and an address register. If an error occurs. the 
control register stores information relevant to,the error. The memory error' address register stores the 
virtual address. the context number. and the CPU/OVMA bit of the memory cycle at which the error 
was detected. 

Errors are reported via the non-maskable level 7 interrupt. In case of multiple (stacked) memory 
errors. the information relating to the first error is latched in the memory error. register. The inter'Upt is 
held pending and the error information in the memory error register is latched (frozen) until it is 
cleared (unfrozen) bya write to bits <31 .. 24> of the memory error address register. 

Interrupt: level 7 Autovector 
Initialization: cleared on power-up-reset 

ADDRESS REGISTER DATA TYPE 

o 
4 

MEMORY ERROR CONTROL 
MEMORY ERROR ADDRESS 

BYTE 
LONG 

READ-WRITE 
READ-WRITE 

MEMORY ERROR ADDRESS REGISTER 

BIT NAME 

0<31> DVMA-BIT 
0<30 .. 28> CX<2 .• 0> 
0<27 .. 00> VA<27 .• 0D> 

MEANING 

Set if DVMA cycle caused parity error 
Context Number (3 bit) 
Virtual Address (28 bit) 

The definition of the memory error control register depends on' the error reporting mechanism and 
is detailled below for parity and ECC error detection. 

5.3.1. Parity Error Register 

For systems equipped with parity main memory. the memory error control register provides the 
necessary control and information to deal with parity error. . 

It stores the information on the byte causing the parity error, it indicates parity error interrupts 
pending, and it provides functions to test parity error checking. 

PARITY ERROR CONTROL REGISTER 

BIT NAME TYPE 
-----------------------------------------------------------0<0> PARITY ERROR 00 . read-only 
0<1> PARITY ERROR 08 read-only 
0<2> PARITY ERROR 16 read-only 
0<3> PARITY ERROR 24 read-only 
0<4> PARITY CHECK Tead-write 
0<6> PARITY TEST read-write 
0<6> PARITY INTER'RUPT ENABLE read-write 
0<7> PARITY INTERRUPT read-only 

The four parity error bits are set when a parity error was detected in the corresponding byte. Parity 
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check is set to enable parity checking on memory read cycles. Parity test is set to write parity with the 
inverse polarity to test the' oper:ation of the parity error circuitry. With parity test off, correct parity is 
generated on all memory write cycles. Parity interrupt enable enables level 7 interrupts if a parity 
error is detected. ParitY,interrupt is true if a parity interrupt is pending. 

5.3.2 .. ECC Error Register 

For systems equipped with ECC main memory, the memory error control register provides the 
necessary control and information to deal with ECC error. The format of the ECC error register is 
spelled out in the section on ECC memory. 
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5.4. Clock 

The timer is an Intersil 7170 time·of·day clock with battery backup. The timer crystal has a 
frequ~ncy of 32.768 kHz.(1t is expected that the clock interrupt output is driven in the 100 Hz periodic 
mode.> This clock interrupt output signal causes an interrupt request on level 5 or 7 via the interrupt 
register, if the respective levels are enabled. ( 

Interrupt: Level 5 or 7 autovector 
Initialization: None 
Reference: Intersil 7170 Data ~heet 

REGISTER ADDRESS DATA TYPE 

CLOCK REG OxO 0 BYTE READ/WRITE 

CLOCK REG Oxll Oxll BYTE READ/WRITE 
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5 .. 5. Interrupt Register 

The interrupt register provides for the generation of software interrupts and controls the video and 
clock hardware interrupts on the board. It has the following fields: 

Initialization: cleared on reset 
Interrupt: Level 1.2.3.4.5.7. autovectored 

REGISTER ADDRESS DATA TYPE 

VIDEO CONTROL REGISTER 0 BYTE READ-WRITE 
--~--------------------------------------------------------
BIT 

00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 

NAME MEANING 

EN.INT Enable all Interrupts 
EN.INT1 Software Interrupt Levell 
EN.INT2 Software Interrupt Level 2 
fN.JNT3 Software Interrupt Level 3 
EN.INT4 Enable Video Interrupt Level 4 
EN.INT5 Enable Clock Interrupt Level 5 
EN.INT6 (reserved) 
EN.INT7 Enable Clock Interrupt Level 7 

read-write 
read-write 
read-write 
read-write 
read-write 
read-write 
read-write 
read-write 

EN./NT. This bit enables all interrupts. If this bit is off, no interrupts will occur. 

EN.INT/1 .. 3J. These bits cause software interrupts on the corresponding level.. The interrupt 
request caused by anEN.lNT[1 .. 31 bit stays active until software clears the corresponding bit. 

EN.INT4 enables video interrupt requests on level 4. When enabled, a level 4 interrupt request is 
set at· the rising edge of vertical retrace. The level 4 interrupt request is cleared by momentarily 
turning off the EN.lNT4 bit. . 

EN.lNT5 enables clock interrupt requests on level 5. When enabled, a level 5 interrupt request is set 
on the rising edge of the clock interrupt output. The level' 5 interrupt request is cleared by 
momentarily turning off the EN.lNT5 bit. 

EN.lNT6 isa reserved bit. It can be read and written but has no effect. 

EN.INT7 enables clock interrupt requests on level 7. When enabled, a level 7 interrupt request is set 
on the rising edge of the clock interrupt output. The level 7 interrupt requ~st is cleared by 
momentarily turning off the EN.lNT7 bit. 
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5.6. EPROM 

Device EPROM consists of one 27128,27256, or 27512 type EPROM providing 16K, 32K, or 64K 
bytes of PROM storage, respectively. 

Reference: none 
Interrupt: none 
Initialization: none 

REGISTER ADDRESS DATA 

BYTE 0 
BYTE 1 

o 
1 

BYTE 
BYTE 

TYPE 

READ-ONLY 
READ-ONLY 

Unlike other devices, the EPROM is addressed directly with virtual address bits from the CPU. 
Thus, even though each 8K page must be enabled with its 'own entry in the page map, the physical 
p'age number in the page map is ignored and the low-order bits of the virtual address are used 
instead. 

The EPROM device is also accessed in boot state. In boot state, all supervisor program fetches are 
forced to fetch from the EPROM device, independent of the setting of the memory management. 

, ,f} 1 . 
l<) .~ '/. )J-.J.....I\S...-U .. 
. _ .. ':") 
, ~ 

5.7. EEPROM 

Device EEPROM consists of one 2816 type EEPROM providing 2K ByteS of electrically erasable 
storage: 

I 

R~ference: none 
Interrupt: none 
Initialization: none 

REGISTER ADDRESS DATA TYPE 

BYTE 0 
BYTE 1 

o 
1 

BYTE READ-WRITE 
BYTE fiEAD:WRITE 

To modify the EEPROM, each byte· must be written separately. After writing each byte a 10 
millisec(;mp pause must be ob~~~ed pe'or~,t,he I;~~ROM cap be read or writ~en· ag,ain. 

5.8. Se~'rial Port 

Serial ports are implemented with the Z!log 8530 sec (serial communication controller). The see 
features two high-speed, fully symrnetri.~al and highly programmable serial channels with built·in 
baud-rate generators. Channel A is connected to the UART A, channel B to UART B. The clock input 
to the see is a 4.9152 MHz clock, independent of the CPU clock. ,.' .' 

The sec is mapped as follows: 
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Interrupt: Level 6 Vectored (preferred) or Autovectored 
Initialization: Needs to be initialized in sottware 
Reference: Zilog 8530 SCC data sheet 
Recovery Time: 1.6 microseconds 

REGISTER ADDRESS DATA TYPE 
-------------------~------------------------------
CH B CONTROL 
CH B DATA 
CH A CONTROL 
CH A DATA 

o 
2 
4 
6 

BYTE 
BYTE 
BYTE 
BYTE 

READ/WRITE 
READ/WRITE 
READ/WRITE 
READ/WRITE 

5.9. Keyboard/Mouse UART 

23 

These serial ports are implemente~, wit~ the Zilog 8530 see (s~rial communication controller). The 
see features two high7speed, fully symmetricai and highly programmable serial channels with built·in 
baud·rate generators. Channel A 'is connected to the Keyboard, channel B to the mouse. The clock 
input to the secs is a 4.9152 MHz clock, independent of the CPU clock. Control lines are not used. 

The sec is mapped as follows: 
Interrupt: Level 6 Vectored (pref~rred) or Autovectored 
Initialization: Needs to be initialized in software 
Reference: Zilog 8530 SCC data sheet 
Recovery Time: 1.6 microseconds 

REGISTER 

CH B CONTROL 
CH B DATA 
CH A CONTROL 
CH A DATA 

ADDRESS DATA 

o 
2 
4 
6 

BYTE 
BYTE 
BYTE 
BYTE 

TYPE 

READ/WRITE 
READ/WRITE 
READ/WRITE 
READ/WRITE 

5~1 O. Encryption Processor 

The Encryption processor is an AMD 8068 data ciphering processor providing high·speed NBS 
DES encryption. To access an internal register in the 8068, the address register must be written first. 
Once the address register is setup, the selected register can be accessed repeatedly. 

Initialization: none 
Interrupts: none 
Reference: AMD 8068 data sheet •. 
~ecovery Time: 1.6 microseconds 

REGISTER ADDRESS DATA . TYPE 

DATA REGISTER 0 
ADDRESS REG. 2 

BYTE 
BYTE 

READ/WRITE 
WRITE-ONLY 

5.11. AMD Ethernet Interface 

The AMD Ethernet Interface uses the AMD 7990 chip. The 7990 accesses the top 16 Megabytes of 
the current virtual address space with a supervisor data function code. The 7990 must be configured 
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in BCON = 0 mode in its CSR register. 

Bus cycles The 7990 must access TYPEO space only, otherwise they will not complete and the 7990 
will post a timeout error. The 7990 can also post a timeout error because of a protection error, or a 
parity error on read operations. 

Initialization: reset on all resets 
Interrupts: Level 3, Autovector 
Reference: AMD 7990 data sheet. 

REGISTER 

DATA PORT 
CONTROL PORT 

Sun. Microsystems Inc 

ADDRESS DATA 

o 
2 

WORD 
WORD 

TYPE 

READ/WRITE 
READ/WRITE 
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5.12. Intel Ethernet Interface 

The Intel Ethernet Interface uses the Intel 82586 chip. Configured in maximum mode. the 82586 
accesses the top 16 Megabytes of the current virtual address space with a supervisor data function 
code. 

The 82586 must access TYPEO space only. otherwise it gets a bus error. The 82586 also can get a 
bus error because of a protection error, or a parity error on read operations. If a bus error occurs 
during an 82586 operation. the error bit in the Ethernet control register is set and further activity is 
inhibited until the 82586 is reset. 

The 8258~ is connected to the system in a permanent byte-reversed mode. i.e. 82586 bits 0 through 
7 are' connected to 68000 bits 8 through 15 and vice versa. This causes Ethernet data to be stored in 
memory in CPU byte order. whereas 82586 controi blocks in memory are byte swapped~ 

Overall operation of the Ethernet Interface is controlled by the Ethernet control register that has the 
following definition. 

Initialization: cleared on all resets 
Interrupts: Level 3. Autovector 

. Reference: Intel 82586 data sheet. 

REGISTER ADDRESS DATA TYPE 

CONTROL REG. o BYTE READ/WRITE . . 
------------------------------------------

The fields of the Ethernet control register are assigned as follows: 

ETHERNET CONTROL REGISTER FIELDS 

BIT NAME TYPE 
--;-----------------------------------~--------------------
00 INT Interrupt Pend~ng Read-Only 
o( ERR Error Pending Read-Only 
02 0 0 . Read-Only 
03 Q. 0 Read-Only 
04 INTEN Interrupt Enable. Read-Write 
05 CA Channel Attention Read-Write 
oa lOOPB- Loopback Read-Write 
07 RESET- Reset Read-Write 
-----------------------------------------------------------. -

INT signals Interrupt from the 82586 or aR error p9RdiRg eondition (EAR - 1 ). 

ERR indicates that a Bus Error occured during an 82586 channel operation. inhibiting further 

chann~~~~vi~~_~~~=_set~~e E~~~ond~~o~~ 
CRESET bit in the Ethernet control register must be activated. 

iNTE~ enables 82586 interrupts to the CPU. 

CA signals channel attention to the 82586. 

LDOPB· controls whether the front-end encoder/decoder is configured in loopback mode 
(LOOPS- =' 0) or connected to the transceiver cable (LooPB- = 1). 

RESET initializes the 82586 when active (RESET- = 0) and allows normal operation when inactive 
(RESET- = 1). It also clears the ERR condition when active. 
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··5.13. VMEbus Master Interface 

The VMEbus interface is dual-ported. The VMEbus Master Interface provides access from the CPU 
to the VMEbus, whereas the VMEbus Slave Interface provides' access from the VMEbus to the CPU. 
Neither the slave or the master interface supports sequential access modes or read-modify-write 
cycles. 

The VMEbus interface does not support multiple Sun-3 boards in one backplane, except for testing 
purposes. It does not implement an interr~pter function to the VMEbus. Other specifications of the 
VMEbus interface are: 

• Address Bus Option: A32 MASTER, A32 SLAVE 

• Data Bus Option: 032 MASTER, 032 SLAVE 

• Timeout Period: 100 microseconds minimum excluding bus acquisition 

• Arbiter Option: ONE (single level), can be disabled 

• Requestor Option: ROR (release on request) 

• Interrupt Handler Options: IH(l· 7) 

5.13.1. VMEbus Master Interface 

The Master VMEbus Interface uses two page map types:.one for 16-bit data, and one for 32·bit 
data. For each type, three VMEbu5 address spaces are supported:. 4 Gbytes minus the top 16 MBytes 

. for 32-bit addressing, the top 16 MBytes minus the top 64 KBytes for 24-bit addressing, and the top 64 
KBytes'for l6-bit addressing.' . 

Initialization: Processor Resei causes VMEbus INIT 
Interrupts: leY~l 1 through 7, Ve~tore~ 
Exceptions: Timeout after 200 microseconds 
Reference: Motorola VMEbus SpeCification 

TYPE 

2 

3 

ADDRESS 

32-bit 

[OxOOOOOOOO] 
[OxFFOOOOOO] 
[OxFFFFOOOO] 

32-bit 

[OxOOOOOOOO] 
[OxFFOOOOOO] 
[OxFFfFOOOO] 

Sun Microsystems Inc 

ADDRESS SPACE 

VMEbus 16-bit data 

VMEbus 32-bit address space 
VMEbus 24-bit address space 
VMEbus 16-bit address space 

VMEbus 32-bit data 

VMEbus 32-bi('address space 
VMEbus 24-bit'address space 
VMEbus 16-bit addres~ space 
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5.14. VMEbus Slave Interface 

The VMEbus Slave Interface provides access from the VMEbus to the CPU. The VMEbus Slave 
Interface causes a range of VMEbus memory addresses to be treated as though they were a range of 
virtual addresses generated by the processor. 

There are two kinds of VMEbus DVMA in the Sun-3: System DVMA and User DVMA. Both modes 
have the following attributes: 

• Byte, Word, and Longword transfers are supported. 

• Only physically existing on~board memory (TYPE = 0) may be accessed. Access to non· 
existing memory or other devices is not defined. 

• VMEbus Bus Error is signalled if th~ DVM A cycle encounters a protection error, attempt 
to access a' p'age type that is noteq'ualto 0,. or on read cycles that cause a memory parity 
or 'uncorrected double-bit ECC error. The memory parity error is synchronous unlike 
processor parity errors. Memory parity errors are also reported to the CPU via interrupts. 

elmplementations of DVM A can offer high·bandwidth burst modes that allow fast DVM A 
devices to increase throughput. 

5.14.1 . System DVMA 

System DV~A responds to the lowest megabyte of the VMEbus address range in both the 24-bit 
and '32-bit address spaces and shifts the reference 'to the 'highest megabyte in virtual address space. 
System DVMAis ena,bled,'via a bit in the system enable register. System DVMA cycles use supervisor 
function code ,in accessing memory; a bus error is signalled if the page being accessed is not valid or 
if a write is attempted to a read-only page. 

VME-Address A24. A32 Virtual Address 

[OxOOOOOOOO •. OxOOOFFFFF] [OxFFFOOOOO •• OxFFFFFFFF] 

5.14.2. User DVMA 

User DVMA responds to the most significant 2 GBytes of the VMEbu.s 32-bit address space. A user 
DVMA reference is mapped to the virtual address contained in bits 0 through 27 of the VMEbus 
address and to the context contai,ned in bits 28 through 30 of the VMEbus address. User DVMA is 
,enabled via the user DVMA enable register which' has one bit per context. If a context is not enabled 
for user DVMA. then the CPU does not respond to the addresses on the VME cycle at all; this allows 
sharing of the upper 2 gigabytes of theVME address space with other VME devices. 

User DVMA cycles use user function code in accessing memory; a bus error is signalled if the page 
being accessed is not valid for user access. This bus error is not visible to the CPU. VMEbus masters 
that expect bus error support from the CPU must'then post an interrupt to the CPU and must make the 
appropriate information abo~t the bus error available to the CPU. 
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VME-Address 

[OxBOOOOOOO .• Ox8FFFFFFF] 
[Ox90000000 .. 0x9FFFFFFF] 
[OxAOOOOOOO .. OxAFFFFFFF] 
[OxBOOOOOOO .. OxBFFFFFFF] 
[OxcooooooO .. OxCFFFFFFF] 
[oxoooooooO .. OxOFFFFFFF] 
[OxEOOOOOOO .. OxEFFFFFFF] 
[OxFOOOOOOO .. OxFFFFFFFF] 

Sun Microsystems Inc . 

Device Space 

Virtual Address 

CX=O (OxoooooooO .• OxOFFFFFFF] 
CX-t [oxoooooooO .. OxOFFFFFFF] 
CX=2 [oxoooooooO .. OxOFFFFFFF] 
CX=3 [OxoooooooO .. OxOFFFFFFF] 
eX=4 [oxoooooooo ._. OxOFFFFFFF] 
CX=6 [oxoooooooO •• OxOFFFFFFF] 
CX=6 [oxoooooooO .. oxOFFFFFFF] 
eX-7 [oxoooooooO •. OxOFFFFFFF] 
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6. CPU Rese,t 
Three types of reset need to be distinguished: Power·On Reset, Watchdog Reset, and CPU Reset. 

Power-On Reset. Power·On, Reset (POR) is active for '1 00 milliseconds minimum after the power 
supply voltage reaches 4.5V. POR resets the CPU and clears the System Enable register forcing boot 
state, and itresets the diagnostic register, lighting all the LEOs. 

Watchdog Reset. The Sun·3 architecture provides a watchdog circuit which generates a signal 
equivalent to power·on reset (POR) whene~er the CPU halts with a double bus fault. The result of a 
watchdog reset is identical to a POR, as far as the CPU and the system is concerned. 

CPU Reset. When the CPU executes a reset instruction, it resets all on·board and off·board 1/0 
devices that offer an external reset function. No other devices are affected. Specifically, Control 
Space devices such as the system enable register and the diagnostic register are not affected by CPU 
Reset. 
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7. CPU Interrupts 
The devices defined in 1he Sun·3 architecture use autovectored interrupts, except for the SCC 

UARTs that use either vectored or autovectored interrupts, with. vectored being the preferred 
implementation. Devices on the VMEbus use vectored interrupts. A list of the interrupt assignments 
is in the table below: 

Level Oevice(s) 

7 Parity Error or Clo~k 
6 SCCs 
5 Clock 
4 Video . 
3 Ethernet or System Enable Register 3 
2 System Enable Register 2 
1 System Enable Register 1 
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8. The Sun-3 Cach'e Architecture 

8.1 . The Sun-3 Cache: Its St ructu re and Ope ration 

. Th~ Sun-3 cache architecture describes the cache structure for a whole class of .systems, 
extending beyond systems with 68020 processors. All of the caches encompassed I;>y this 
architecture have a common structure and common operation .. In particular, they all are direct 
mapped. ca~hes (i.e., one way set associative). They vary only in the number of cache blocks and, of 
course the cache access timing (not an architectural parameter). 

This cache architecture finds application in the Sirius system, the first Sun-3 workstation to 
inc~rporate a high speed local cache as a part of its memory hierarchy. Important architectural 
considerations result from the use of this cache. Its structure and operation are described in this 
appendix from this viewpoint. 

The d~scripti()n below will generally apply to the entire class of Sun-3 caches. Examples unique to 
the Sirius system will be so identified. 

8.1.1. The Sun-3 Cache: Overview 

The Sun-3 cache is organized as a direct mapped virtual addressed cache containing 16 byte 
blocks (or lines). Its size is variable, from 1 K blocks (16K bytes) for the Sirius system up to 8K blocks 
(128K bytes) for the largest allowable Sun-3 cache. 

Data are organized as 8KB pages within 128KB contexts for all cache sizes. Sun-3' caches, like the 
MMU, support 8 virtual contexts with 28 bit virtual address spaces. 

In the Sirius system, G8che tags are addressed by A13:A4; in the largest allowable Sun-3 cache, 
tags' are addressed by A 16:A4. The cache tags include sufficient virtual address to define the 28 bit 
virtual address space, a 3 bit Context 10 (CID) field, protection bits, and controls. (See below for a 
description of all tag bits.) 

The Sun-3 cache is a Write Back cache: at any instant the cache may contain valid modified data 
'that are not in the main memory. Modified data are only transfered to main memory upon block 
replacement or block flush. . 

.. ~ .. , All Sun-3 cache based systems are linked to memory over the 64 bit Sirius bus. ECC memory is 
..;; i/ • •. \ . 

used in all Sun·3 cache systems. Data are transfered between the cache and memory in block 
transfers of 128 bits, with two data transfers per memory cycle. The data path between the memory 
and the cache for the Sirius system is 64 bits wide. Data are stored in eight 2Kx8 static RAM's 
accessed by address bits A13:A3. . 

The Sun-3 cache may only contain 'data that can be obtained in units of 16 bytes over the Sirius . 
bus. It does NOT have provision for data obtained through Programmed lID accesses by the 
processor to 110 devices. (This data can only be accessed in units of 4 bytes or less.) . 

Since both System and User DVMA· map through the MMU into main memory, the cache ~an 
contain DVMA data. In particular, it supports virtual liD trarJsfers (User DVMA) over the 32 bit VME 
bus. Note that for User DVMA transfers, the Context Identifier is obtained from VME address bits 
A30:A28. (See the Sun·3 User DVMA section fora complete description.) 
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8.1.2. Cache Tags 

Sun-3 cache tags are listed below. The use of these tags in cache control is explained in the next 
section. 

• Valid (1 bit): Self explanatory. 

• Modified (1 bit): Indicates that the cache block has been modified by one (or more) Write 
cycles. 

• Virtual Address field (up to 14 bits): Sufficient virtual address bits to define a 28 bit virtual 
address spac'e. These,bits are compared against the access virtual address for all read or 
write operations to,the cache, and for some'cache Control Space operations. For the 

" 16K byte Sirius cache, the Virtual Address field is A27:A14; for the 128K byte Sun-3 
cache, the VA field is A27:A 17. 

• Protection (2 bits): Write allowed and Supervisor access protection bits, identical to those 
in the MMU. The use of the Protection bits is explained below under Definition of Cache 
Protection. 

• Context 10 (CID) field (3 bits): compared against the CIDregister (or VME address bits 
A30:A28) for cache read/write operations and for some cache Control Space operations. 

Sirius Cache Tag 10rmat (for Read/Write Tag Control Space operation's): 

031 030 029 028 027 b26 025 024 023 022 021 020 019 018 017 016 
I---------------I-------------~-I---------------I---------------1 
IVa1lModiUnused 1<------------VirtuaJ Address-------------------

015 014 013 012 011 010 009 008 007 006 005 004 003 002 001 DOD 
J~--------------I---------------I---------------I---------------1 
~-VA-->IWrtISupIUn-I<---CIO--->I<----------Unused------------->1 
conOt.1 Prot. lused 

8.1.3. The Cache Hit and Protection 

~ Contexts may contain both Supervisor and User data, as indicated by the Supervisor protection bit. 
Within:-ihe MMU,ac.cess to common ,Supervisor -code~fro~ two, separate .. contexl$, is . .throu.ghJ~o 
.separate_ Page, Map ,Entry -Groups (PMEG'S). Within the cache, however, common Supervisor code 
must be recognized regardless of the context. 

The Sun·3 cache architecture therefore REQUIRES that all Supervisor code and data must have 
"identical address mapping across all contexts. For protection consistency,. the Sun·3 cache 
architec~ure further REQUIRES that if a page is marked as having Supervisor access within one 
context, then that page must be marked as having Supervisor access for all contexts. 

Having stated this requirement, the cache hit and protection may be defined. Note that the cache 
protection ch~cking must be a simple extension ofMMU protection checking. No differences in 
results (except performance) should be discern able whether a Sun·3 system is run with its cache 
enabled or disabledo 
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8.1.4. Definition of a Cache Hit 

The cache hit is qefined as follows. The source for a cache request may be either a processor or 
DVMA device; in both cases, a full 28 bit virtual address (extended for DVMA, if necessary) is 
assumed. The source context is either the Context 10 register or address bits A30:A28 for VME User 
DVMA. There are two requirements for a cache·hit. First, the source address A27:A4 must match the 
cache virtual address tags plus the cache block address. For Sirius, the tags match A27:A14, and the 
cache block is addressed by A 13:A4. 

Second, either the source context must match the cache Context 10 tags, or the cache Supervisor 
protection tag must be set. In the first case, the cache hit is within the same context, regardless of 
whether the cache request is a User or Supervisor request. In the' second case, the cache hit 
~efinition allows a source request to access common Supervisor code within the cache, regardless of 
the source's context. 

The concept of a cache hit has meaDing for all read or write bus cycles to memory (Type 0 access). 
In addition, it also applies for the Block Copy (Read) and Block Copy (Write) Control Space 
operations. 

8.1.5. Definition of Cache Protection 

The cache protection is defined as f.oll~ws .. First, no cache protection violation can result unless 
then~ is a cache hit. Second, if the source access is a User request, a protection violation results on a 
hit .if either the cache block has a Supervisor protection tag, or if the source attempts to write into a 
cac~e block whose Write protection tag is reset. Notice, as a result~ that a User requ·est from one 
context which matches a Supervisor cache block 'in another context will terminate with a protection 
viol.ation. Third, if the source access :is a Supervisor request, a protection violation results on a hit 
oniy if the source attempts to write into a cache block whose Write protection tag is reset. 

A protection violati~n terminates the bus cycle with a bus .error, while setting the Protection Error 
bit in the Bus Error register (on CPU bus cycles)~ Protection checking in inhibited on all Control Space 
operations. 

8.1.6. Enabling the Cache 

The "Enable External Cache" bit, 04 of the System Enable register, determines whether the cache 
is enabled for Read and Write accesses. In aoot state, the cache is disabled. If disabled, all cache 
accesses "miss" the cache, no cache blocks are written back to memory, and memory data are 
directly read from or written to main l1)emory.1 The Control Space operations for the cache, however, 
remain unaffected by the Enable bit. .. 

8.1.7. Cache Access and Block Replacement 

Whenever a normal Device space data access is initiated by either the processor or through DVMA, 
the cache is accessed if it is enabled. If a cache "hit" occurs, data are directly read from (or written 
to) the cache, assuming a valid protection check. If a cache "miss" occurs, then an I/O transfer, 
control register access, or main memory access is initiated, depending on the Page Map. If a main 
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memory access is required, then the sequence of memory accesses that follow depend on the state of 
the cache block that is being replaced and whether the access is to a "Don't Cache" page. 

If the access is to a "Don't Cache" page (see Cache Consistency, below) then data are directly 
read from or written to main memory without disturbing the cache. All Sun-3 cache systems operate 
with ECC memory, and the check bits for ECC are defined over 64 bits. So a "Don't Cache" write to 
memory (four bytes or less) requires a memory read before check bits can be generated on ·the write 
data. On Sirius, the 64 bits of read data are merged with the new write data on the memory board. 

The remainder of this cache access description assumes that the data may be cached. The 
description is for a cache access on the Sirius system; some details may change for other Sun-3 
cache implementations. 

Upon detecting the cache miss, a memory Read for the new cache block is begun, regardless if the 
cache access were a Read or Write access. (This memory Read is aborted if the MMU translates the 
address to some non-memory device, if a protection check occurs, or if the access is a write to a 
"Don't Cache" page.) If the cache block being replaced has been modified, the virt~al address of this 
bl09k is .translated through the MMUand compared with ~he real ·address for the memory Read 
request, which is held in the Sirius: bus address register. For the Sirius system, only translated 
address bits A27:A 13 are compared. 

If these real addresses match, then the data from memory are stale; t~e cache contains updated 
data for this block. So when the. block .from memory returns, it inust be discarded, .while the cache 
tags are still updated to show the new virtual addresS and new protection. (See also the discussion 
on cache data consistency, below.) 

Whether the real addresses match or not, the old modified block data from the cache, the 
translated address for this block, and controls are loaded into Sirius Write Data buffers before the 
memory access f~r the .Read data completes. Eventually a block Write to memory returns this data to 
memory. 

If the cache block being replaced has not been modified, the cache controls simply await the return 
of the Read data from memory. The Read data from memory are always returned with the missing 
data included in the first 64 bit transfer. The type of cache access being made determines how the 
data are handled when the memory data are returned. 

On a Read access, if the first 64 bit transfer is successful (i.e., no uncorrectable errors), the 
memory data are. simultaneously passed to the processor and to the cache data RAM's to be written 
as new data. If the second 64 bit data transfer from memory is successful, then these data are written 
into the cache and the. cache tags are validated. If either transfer is unsuccessful, the cache block is 
left invalid and the· uncorrectable error is reported to the processor as an interrupt. (See also the 
appendix on ECC Memory.) 

On a Write access, if the first 64 bit transfer is successful, the processor's write data are merged 
with the data from memory and written in·to the cache. Following a successful second 64 bit transfer 
from memory, th.e cache data update is. completed and the cache tags are validated.: Both the cache 
Modified tag and the MMU Modified bit are set active. If either transfer from memory contains an 
uncorrectable error, then the cache block remains invalid and the processor's Write data are lost. 
This error is reported to the processor ~ an interrupt. 

Following the completion of this memory Read request, a memory Write cycle for the buffered 
modified cache data (if any) may begin. This transfer, which is called a "Write Back" bus cycle, must 
complete before any other main memory access can be made. 
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8.1.8. The MI\,1U Accessed Bit 

In Sun-3 systems with no cache, an MMU Accessed bit is updated on every bus cycle to memory. In 
Sun·3 systems with, a cache, no MMU update is made if the memory Read or Write access "hits" the 
cache. If the 'operating system re'sets an MMU Accessed bit, this means that the bit will not be set 
again in cache systems until there is a cache miss for data contained in that page. 

As a consequence, MMU Accessed bits may be somewhat inaccurate in reflecting page useage 
within Sun-3 systems with caches. 

8.1.9. Modified Bits for the Cache and MMU 

The cache and MMU Modified bits are coordinated as follows. If a Write access misses the cache, 
then the MMU Access and Modified bits plus the cache Valid and Modified bits are all set active when 
data are returned from main memory. For subsequent Writes 'to the same cache block, no tag 
updates are required. 

, If a Read access misses t,he cache, then the MMU Access bit and the cache Valid bits are set active 
, whe'n data are returned from main memory. If a subsequent Write access to this same block occurs, 
" then special cache handling is req~ired (for the first write only). The Write acce~ is basically treated 
, as a cache miss with no datatra'nsfe~; both the 'cache .and MMUModified bits are set active at the 

conclusion of the bus cycl~. Again, subsequent Writes do not affect the cache tags. 

8.1.1.0. Control Space Operations for the Cache 

The four cache control operations 'in Control Space (Function Code 3 for the Sirius system) are 
summarized below. These may only be issued by the proce~sor. Address nibble A31 :A28 encodes 
the operation. A complete description follows under "Sun-3 Cache System Controls" . 

Note that these operations are unaffected by whether the cache is enabled or not. 
I • 

The fJrst two operations are for cache diagnostics and initialization • 

• A31~~~~"~~,~~a,~~!~!~,y~,~~~,_!~,g,~: At the addressed cache block, Read or Writ,e 
the cache tags as data in a 32 bit format. Unused bits are undefined. Note that the cache 
address bits depend on the size of the Sun-3 cache; the Sirius cache block is addressed 
by A13:A4 . 

• A31.;,-,g~~Fl~ad/W~ite Cach_~_,l?ata: Read or Write the cache data at the addressed 
cac~e block, ~s 10ngword\oY smaller) data. This operation does not depend on the 
content of the cache tags. (Again, the cache block is addressed by A 13:A4 for the Sirius 
cache.) 

The third operation is a Flush, which is a single Write bus cycle performed over a set of 16 cache 
blocks. The Sun-3 hardware forces address nibble A7:A4 = Ox,Q for the Flush command. and' 
increments these bits during the Flush bus cycle. 

The Flush operates as follows: any, Modified cache block which satisfies the Flush Match criteria is 
written back to main memory. and all Valid matching cache blocks are invalidated. 
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Which Match criteria applies is determined by single bit encodings within the Write data nibble 
03:00 for the Flush operation. 

• A31 :A28 = OxA. 03:DO= Ox1 . Flush Cache Set (Gontext Match): Flush cache bl9Cks in 
the User space whose Context 10 field matches the Context 10 register. (The cache block 
is in the User space if its Supervisor protection bit is reset.) 

• A31 :A28 = OxA. 03:DO = Ox2 - Flush Cache Set (Page Match): Flush cache blocks 
satisfying two Page Match criteria. The first criterion is that the cache block's virtual page 
address A27:A13 must match the processor's address A27:A13. For the general Sun-3 
cache. this address match may be af)y combination of cache a~dressing and Virtual 
Address field comparison . .For the. Sirius system, A 13 forms part of the cache address, 
and A27:A14 are the Virtual Address field. The second criterion is that either the cache 
block's Supervisor protection bit be active or that the cache block's Context ID field 
matches the Context 10 register. 

• A31 :A28 = OxA, 03:DO = 0)(4 . Flush Cache Set (Segment Match): Flush cache blocks 
satisfying two ,Segment Match c,riteria (similar to the Page Match criteria). The first 
crit~rion is that the cache 'block's virtual segment address A27:A17 from its Virtual 
Address field must match the processor's address A27:A17. The second criterion is that 
either 'the cache block's Supervisor protection bit be active or that the cache block's 
Context 10 field matches the Context ID register. 

The fourth Control Space pperation is the Bfqck Copy. Two Bloqk Copy commands - a Read and a 
. Write- are used to copy a block (16 bytes) of data between two memory locations while bypassing the 
cache~ maintaining cache data consistency, and updating the MMU~ 

• A31:A28 = ~C - Block Copy (Read): Check the cache for the Read block and write it , 
back to memory if found; save the transl,ated Read address in a Block Copy buffer; and· I') 
update the MMU, if necessary. ' , , , ( 

• A31 :A28 = OxQ - Blo~k Copy (Write): Check the cache ,for the Write block and invalidate 
it if found; read' a block froni memory into the Sirius Write Data buffers using ttJe address 
in the Block Copy buffer; write this block to memory at the Write address; and update the . 
MMU. I 

8.1.11. Write Back Cycles, Control Space Operations, and the 
MMU 

Write Back cycles and Control Space operations require special mention regarding their use of the 
MMU. MMU translations are required during Write Back cycles, Flushes, and Block Copy operations. 
During these translations, NO protection checking is performed. 

The MMU is never updated on Write Back cycles or Flushes. On Block Copy (Read) operations, the 
Accessed bit ()f the block read is updated if the block is 'not in the cache. On Block Copy (Write) 
operations, the AccesSed and Modified bits are both updated .. 
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8.1 .12. A pplication of Cont rol Space Ope rations on Sun-3 
Caches ' , 

The Sun-3 Cache Architecture provides for varying sizes of caches, ranging from the 1 K block 
Sirius cache up to an 8K block cache. In this section, two tables are provided. One shows how virtual 
addresses access the 16K byte Sirius cache, and the second'shows how flush commands ,compare 
with two Sun-3 caches, one with 1 K cache blocks and the second with 8K cache blocks. 

Virtual, address format fcir the lK block (16K byte) Sun-3 cache: 

Address format: 
A3l A3D A29 A28 A27 A26 A25 A24 A23 A22 A2l A20 At9 Al8 At7 At6 
I--------------~I------~--------I---------------I---------------1 

(Context IO)I<------------Virtua1 Address Tags--------------
(User DVMA Only) 

A15 A14 Al3 A12 All AlD A09 AD8 AD7 AD6 A05 A04 AD3 AD2 ADl ADO 
1---------------1---------------1---------------1---------------1 
VA Tag->I VAI<----------Rea1 Address----------->Ilng WrdlWrdlBytl 

I<----------Cache Block Address-------->I<Internal Adr->I 

Comparison of Flush commands for two Sun-3 caches: 
-------------------------------1---------------1--------------
I 16 KB Cache 128 KB Cache 
-------------------------------1---------------1-------------. 
Size: I lK x 168 1 8K x 168 
Cache Address: 1 A13:A4 1 Al6:A4 
Cache Virt Addr tags: I A27:Al4 I A27:A17 
flush: Hardware Auto-increment I A7:A4 1 A7:A4 
Page flush: Command Incr. 1 A12:A8 1 A12:A8 
Conte,xt Flush: Command Incr. I Al3:A8 1 Al6:A8 
Segment Flush: Command Incr _ I Al3 :A8 I A16:A8 
-------------------------------~---------------I-------------Note: As an example, a Page Flush command must incremeni 

'address bits Al2: AS to f1 ush a p'age from the cache. 

8.1.13. Cache Error Conditions 

There are two types of errors unique to cache based systems. These are Sirius Bus Time Out 
errors and Write Back errors. ' 

In Sun-3 systems with caches, a time. out error may be reported differently, depending on when the 
condition,is detected. If the condition is detected while either a CPU or OVMA bus cycle is in process, 
then the time out is reported as a bus error to the CPU or OVMA master. On CPU bus cycles, the Time 
Out error bit (05) in the Bus Error register records the cause of the bus error. See the Bus Error 
register description for more information. ' 

If the time out is detected asynchr:onously with respect to CPU or OVMA bus cycles, then the error 
is reported, if enabled, as an interrupt to the processor. A time out detected during a Write Back cycle 
is an' example. The Sirius Bus Time Out bit (03) in the Memory Error register indicates that this error 
caused the interrupt. 

A Write Back error results whenever a translation exception is detected for the address of a 
modified cache block wnich must be written back to memory. This asynchronous error, if enabled, is 
also reported to the processor as an interrupt. The Write Back Error bit (02) in the Memory Error 
register records the cause of the interrupt. Note that no protection check is performed during the 
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Write Back address translation. 

A description of the Memory Error register and more general information on reporting errors 
through interrupts are contained in the appendix on ECC Memory .. 

8.2. Sun-3 Cache Data Consistency 

8.2.1. Data Consistency: Overview 

The Sun-3 cache architecture defines cache operations for a series of cache based workstations, 
beginning with Sirius. Sun-3 caches are virtual address caches; implicit with the use of a virtual 
address cache is a set of system programming restrictions which MUST be adhered to in order to 
guarantee system data consistency. 

Virtual addressing allows aliasing: the' possibility of multiple virtual addres~~s mapping to the same 
real address. If a Sun-3cache is used without architectural restrictions, any two arbitrary virtual 
addresses cO,LJ1d occupy any two .arbitrarycache locations and still map to the same real address. 
When c~che blocks are modified, Sun~3 cache hardware will provide NO data consistency checking 
between different cache blocks. Data'can become inconsistent when changes at one cache location 
'are not seen at anC?ther c;:ache locati.on. Urtimately,' the data at the common real address in main 
memory are gOing to include only part of the Write modifications from the several cache locations. 

The Sun-3 cache architecture solves this d,ata consistency problem. by providing two distinct 
mechanisms. Both mechanisms. requir~ the interaction of software with special cache hardware to 

. ensure consistent data. Briefly, the first mechanism requires that all alias addresses which map to the 
Same data must match in their low order 17 bits (modulo 128KBflFthese data are to be cached. The 
second mechanism restricts data from being cached through the use of a "Don't Cache" biJ which is 
defined for each page in the Page Map. 

Both of these mechanisms are explained in more detail below. 
I 

8.2.2. Data Consistency t.hrough Modulo 128K Addressing 

The first, and prefered, method of gl;laranteeing data consistency is through restricting the use of 
alias addressing for cache data. To guarantee that all alias virtual addresses map to a common cache 
location, it is REQUIRED that any two alias virtual addresses must match in their low order 17 bits (i.e., 

.. modulo 128K) .. This applies to alias addresses within the same context as well as aliases between 
contextS. . . 

Note Jhat to guarantee data consistency, it is only necessary that aliases to Write data adhere to 
this restriction. No requirement is placed on alias addressing to Read Only pages. 

Also note that other means are available to guarantee limited data consistency, for example, in alias 
addressing between User: contexts. If the operating system issues a series of "FI.us~ Cache Set 
(Context Match)" control commands at the time of User context switches, then data consistency 
between User contexts is ~sured. The problem is that the Flush operation is relatively slow and does 
~othing for alias addresses within the context. Further, Supervisor cache blocks are unaffected by 
this Flush command. . 
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8.2.3. Modulo 128K Addressing: Sun-3 Cache Hardware 
. ' Controls -

The modulo 128K rule forces all alias addresses to map to a common cache location. Within that 
location, the Sun-3 cache control hardware guarantees data consistency for all alias addresses. As 
outlined in the section (above) on "Cache Access and Block Replacement", the cache consistency 
control operates as follows. 

Upon detecting a ca~he miss, a memory ~ead for the new cache block is begun. If the cache block 
being replaced has been modified, the virtual address of this block is translated through the MMU and 
compared with the real address for the memory Read 'request, which is held in the Sirius bus address 
register. For the Sirius system, only translated address bits A27:A 13 are compared. 

If these real addresses match. then the data from memory are stale; the cache contains updated 
data for this line. So when the block from memory returns, it is discarded, while the cache tags are still 
updated to show the new virtual addre~s and new protection. 

Finally. the modified cache data are written back to main memory. 

'8.2.4. Data Consistency through Don't Cache Pages 

, ,The s~cond mechani~m to ensure data consistency is through the use of a "Don't Cache Page" bit 
in th~ MMU Page Map. If.this control bit is set for a page, then all data ~ccesses to this page are made 
'directly"to and from main m~mory. In bypassing the cache. the virtual cache data consistency 
problem is avoided. 

The primary problem in using the "Oon't Cache Page" option is system performance. Direct 
memorY data accesses are much slower than' cache acceSses. Consequenly, this consistency 
mechanism should be avoided if possible. 

8.3~ Sun-3 Cache System Controls 

8.3.1. ~un-3 Cache System Controls: Overview 

There are four cache control operations in the Sun·3 cache architecture. All are Control Space 
operations (Function Code 3 for the Sirius system) and may only be issued by the processor. . 

Two of these operations are used to directly read or write the tags or data at a particular cache 
location. The 'third operation is the Fl'ush Set operation. This isa single Write bus cycle performed 

, over 16 consecutive cache blocks. The Sun-3- hardware forces address nibble A7:A4 = OxO for the 
Flush command, and increments these bits during the Flush bus cycle. 

During the Flush Set operation, the Tags for each of the 16 cache blocks are checked using the 
flush match criteria. 'Which match criteria applies is determined by single bit encodings within the 
Write data nibble 03:00 f~r the Flush operation. Any modified cache block that satisfies the flush 
match criteria is written back to main memory. and all valid matching cache blocks are invalidated. 

The fourth cache control operation is used to perform a "block copy" operation external to the 
cache. Two commands~ a Block Copy (Read) and a Block Copy (Write), move a block (16 bytes) of 
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data from one memory location to another, bypassing the cache, while maintaining cache data 
consistency and updating the MMU. 

Note that protection checking is inhibited for all cache Control Space operations. 

Detailed descriptions of the cache control operations are given below. 

The Sun-3 cache contro! operations involving reading and writing cache tags and data assume the 
68020 data addressing convention. All sizes of data transfers are supported: 8, 16, or 32 bit. 

An address bit value of "d" indicates "Don't Care"; "W" indicates Word address; and "B" 
indicates byte address. 
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8.3.2. R~ad/Write Cache Tags 

A Read or Write command in Control Space. 
At the addressed cache block, Read or Write the cache tags as 

data in a 32 bit format. 
Command address format, assuming the Sirius cache: 

(Note: the cache address expands to Al6:A4 for a 128KB cache) 
A31 A30 A29 A28 A27 A26 A25 A24 A23 A22 A21 A20 A19 A18 A17 A16 

1---------------1---------------1---------------1---------------1 
1000 d d d d d d d d d d d d 

A15 A14 A13 A12 All AlO A09 A08 A07 A06 A05 A04 A03 A02 AOl ADO 
1---------------1---------------1---------------1---------------1 

d d I<--------Cache Address---------------->I d d W B 

Data fields: 
031 030 029 028 027 026 025 024 023 022 021 020 019 018 017 016 

1---------------1---------------1---------------1---------------1 
IVallModlUnused I<------------Virtual Address-------------------

Q15 014 013 012 011 01~ 009 008 007 006 005 004 003 002 001 000 
1---------------1---------------1---------------1---------------1 
--VA-->IWrtISupIUn-I<---CIO--->I<----------Unused------------->1 
con't.1 Prot. lused 

Data format: 
32 bit (logical) data, 031:000. 

Un~sed bits are undefined.· 
__ 8. 16~or 32 bit transfers are supported. 

-Note: The cache may be initialized by writing all cache 
. Valid bits to-O. 

Bus Error Conditions: None. 
Int~rrupts Generated: None. 
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8.3.3. Read/Write Cache Data 

A Read or Write command in Control Space. 
Read or Write the c~che data at the addressed ca~he block. 

Cache tags are not checked for this operation. 
Command address format. assuming the Sirius cache: 

(Note: the cache address expands to A16:A2 for a 12BKB cache) 
A31 A30 A29 A2B A27 A26 A25 A24 A23 A22 A21 A20 A19 AlB A17 A16 

1---------------1---------------1---------------1---------------1 
1 0 Old d d d d. d d d d d d d 

A15 A14 A13 A12 All A10 A09 AOB A07 A06 A05 A04 A03 A02 AOl AOO 
1---------------1---------------1---------------1---------------1 

d d I<--------Cache Address------------------------>I W B 

Address note: A03:A02 address a Longword within a cache block. 
Data format: 

32 bit data. 031:000. 
8. 16. or 32 bit transfers are supported. 

Bus Error Conditions: None. 
Interrupts Generated: None~ 
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8.3.4. Flush Cache Set [Context Match] 

A Write command in Control Space. 
Flush any Valid cache block, from a Set of 16 b16cks. which 

satifies the Flush match criteria. (See the Overview for 
a definition of Flush.) 

Flush match criteria: The Supervisor protection tag must be 
reset (User space). and the Context 10 tags must • 
the Context 10 register (3 bits). 

Command address format. assuming the Sirius cache: 
(Note: the cache address expands to A16:AB for a l2BKB cache) 

A31 A30 A29 A2B A27 A26 A25 A24 A23 A22 A21 A20 A19 Ala Al7 A16 
1---------------1---------------1---------------1---------------1 

1 0 1 0 d d d d d d d d d d d d 

A15 A14 A13 Al2 All AlO A09 AOa A07 A06 A05 A04 A03 A02 AOl ADO 
I---------------I---------------I---------------I----~----------1 

d d I<----Cache Address---->I 0 0 ODd d d d 

Address note: A7:A4 are forced to OxO by the cache hardware 
before incrementing. 

Data format: 
(03:00 • Oxt) identifies this flush convnand as a Context 
Match flush. (Hardware decodes DO • 1.) 

. ,MMU note$: No MMU protection check is done. and no. update 1s 
performed on MMU Ac·cessed or Modified bits. 

·E~ror inte~rupt condition: 
Write Back error if the address translation for I cache block 
with modified data is invalid. 

Notes: 
A Context Flush is used to ensure cache addressing consistency 

whenever a new active context replaces an old context in the 
MMU. The Context Flush must be performed before the o~d 
context ~eferences ar~ removed from tbe MMU, since the MMU 
is required to translate the cache blocks' virtual addresses. 

Hote that cache blocks in the Context with Supervisor 
protection are not flushed. 
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8.3.5. Flush Cache Set [Page Match] 

A Write command in Control Space. 
Flush any Valid cache block, from a Set of 16 blocks, which 

satifies the Flush match criteria. (See the Overview for 
a definition of Flush.) 

Flush match criteria: Two criteria must be satisfied. 
First, the cache block's virtual page address A27:Al3 must 
match the processor's address A27:Al3. For the general 
Sun-3 cache, this address match may be any combination of 
cache addressirig and Virtual Address field comparison. For 
the Sirius system, Al3 forms part of the cache address, 
and A27:Al4 are the Virtual Address field. 
The second criterion is that either the cache block's 
Supervisor protection tag be active or that the cache 
block's Context 10 field matches the Context 10 register. 

Command address format, assuming the Sirius cache: 
(Note: For a 128KB cache, the cache address expands to A16:A8, 
and the tag compare contracts to A27:Al7) 

A3l A30 A29 A2a A27 A26 A26 A24 A23 A22 A2t A20 A19 Ata At7 At6 
�---------------1---------------1---------------1---------------1 

1 0 1 0 I~--------Virtual Address Tag Compare-----------

A15 At4 A13 Al2 All AtD AD9 ADa AD7 AD6 AD5 AD4 AD3 AD2 ADt ADO 
I---~-----------I---------------I---------------I---------------1 
Tag Cmp>I<----Cache Address---->I 0 0 0 0 d d d d 

Address note: A7:A4 are forced to OxO by the cache hardware 
before incrementing. 

Data format: 
(03:0D • Ox2) identifies this flush command as a Page 
Match flush. (Hardware decodes 01 • 1.) 

MMU.notes: No MMU protection check is done, and no update is 
perfo~med on MMU Accessed or"Modified bits. 

Error interrupt condition: 
Write Back error if the translation of the address for a 

cache block with modified data is invalid. 
Notes: 

The Pagi Flush is used during page.management to purge all 11 
references to a virtual page' from the cache. It must be I 
performed before the MMU is updated to remove the page, 
since the MMU is required· to translate the cache blocks' '. 
virtual addresses.. t 
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8.3.6. Flush Cache Set [Segment fV!atch] 

A Write command in Control Space. 
Flush any Valid cache block, from a Set of 16 blocks, which 

satifies the Flush match criteria. (See the Overview for 
a definition of Flush.) 

Flush match criteria: Two criteria must be satisfied. 
First, the cache block's virtual segment address A27:A17 
from its Virtual Address field must match the processor's 
address A27:A17. 
The second criterion is that either the cache block's 
$upervisor protection tag be active or tha~ the cache 
block's Context 10 field matches the Context 10 register. 

Command address format, assuming the Sirius cache: 
(Note: the cache address expands to A16:A8 for a 128KB cache) 

A31 A30 A29 A28 A27 A26 A25 A24 A23 A22 A2l A20 A19 A18 A17 A16 
�---------------�-~---------~---I---------------I---------------1 

1 0 1 0 I<------Virtual Address Tag Compare-------->I d 

A15 A14 A13 A12 All A10 A09 A08 A07 A06 A05 A04 A03 A02 AOl AOO 
1---------------1---------------1---------------1---------------1 

d d I<----Cache Address---->I 0 0 0 0 d d d d 

Address note: A7:A4 are forced to OxO by the cache hardware 
before incrementing. 

Data format: 
W;.!OQ &_ Ox4) identifies this flush command as a Segment 

atch":flush. lHardware decodes 02 & 1.) 
MHU notes: No MMU protection check is done, and no update is 

performed on MMU Accessed or Modified bits. 
Error interrupt condition: 

Write Back error if the transla~ion ~f the address for a 
cache block with modified data is invalid. 

Notes: 
The Segment flush is used du~in~ pag~ management to purge all : 

references to"a virtual segment fr~mthe cache. It is 
required whenever an active Page Map Entry Group (PMEG) 
must be replaced. It must.be performed before the MMU 1s 
updated to ~emove the PMEG, si~ce theMMU is required to 
translate the cache blocks' virtual addresses. 
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8.3.7. Block Copy [Read] 

A Read command in Control Space. 
Check the cache for the addressed Read block and'write it back 

to memory if it is found. The cache check uses the same cache 
hit criteria as a memory access, including a comparison of the 
translated cache address with the translated address for the 
Read command. The translated address for the Read command is 
saved in a Block Copy buffer. 

Command address format: 
A3l A30 A29 A28 A27 A26 A25 A24 A23 A22 A2l A20 A19 Ala At7 A16 

1---------------1---------------1---------------1---------------1 
1 1 0 0 I<-----------Virtual Block Address---------------

A15 A14 A13 A12 All Al0 A09 AOa A07 A06 A05 A04 A03 A02 AOl AOO 
1---------------1---------------1---------------1---------------1 
-Virt Addr->I<-------Real Bloc~ Address-------->I d d d d 

Data format: 
Full 16 byte block. 

MMU notes: No MMU protection check is done. The MMU Accessed bit 
.is updated if the Read block is not in the cache. 

Error interrupt condition: None. 
Notes: 

If the block of Read data is modified by any instruction after 
. the Blo~k Copy (Read) and prior to the Block Copy (Write). 

then these modifications may not appear in the Write block. 
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8.3.8. Block Copy [Writel 

A Write command in Control Space. 
Check the cache for the addressed Write block and invalidate it 

if it is found. The cache check uses the same cache hit 
criteria as a memory access, including a comparison of the 
t~~nslated cache address with the translated address for the 
Write command. Read a block from memory into the Sirius Write 
Data buffers using the address in the Block Copy buffer, and 
then write this block to memory at the Write address. 

Command address format: 
A31 A30 A29 A28 A27 A26 A25 A24 A23 A22 A21 A20 A19 Al8 Al7 At6 
I-~-------------I---------------I---------------I---------------1 

t 1 0 0 I<-----------Virtual Block Address------------~--

A15 Al4 A13 Al2 All AtO A09 AOa A07 A06 A05 A04 A03 A02 'AOl AOO 
1---------------1---------------1---------------1---------------1 
-Virt Addr->I<-------Real Block Address-------->I d d d d 

Data format: 
Full 16 byte block. 

MMU notes: No MMU protection check is done. The MMU Accessed and 
Modified bits are updated. 

Error interrupt condition: None. 
Hotes: 

If the block of Read data is modified by any instruction after 
the Block Copy (Read) and prior ~othe Block Copy (Write). 
then these modifications may not appear in the Write block. 
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9. The Sun-3 ECC Memory ~ rchitectu re 

9.1. The Sun-3 E~C Memory: Overview 

ECC memory, is the standard memory for Sun·3 systems with caches. However, the ECC memory 
architecture, as specified below, is not restricted to cache based systems alone. 

ECC memory requires three control registers on each memory board mapped into the Device 
Space. One of these registers initializes: the base address of the memory board; the base address of 
each board is restricted to be a multiple of th~ size of the board. (For example, the base address of an 

. 8 MB board must be'located on an 8 MB address boundary.) Other registers capture the failing 
~ddress and syndrome on single bit errors, and define the mode and operation of the ECC chips. In 
addition, the Memory Error' Register on the processor board controls ECC error interrupts to the 
processor. 

, The contents of these registers and how they are accessed are discussed in the following sections. 

9.1.1. ECC Memory Operations 

The following operations are supported by ECC Memory: 

• Memory Access Cycles: Read and write main memory in response to CPU, DVMA, or 
cache related bus cycles . 

• Register Access Cycles: Read and write' memory control registers. Registers are 
addressed in Control Space (Type 1 acccess) by a four bit board number field (A7:A4) 
and a four bit Register Address field (A3:AO); see below also. 

, • Refresh Scrub Cycles: On some implementations, an optional data scrub may be 
performed during memory refresh. 

9.1.2. Memory Error Conditions 

There are two error conditions which may be detected in ECC memory: Correctable Errors (CE's) 
and Uncorrectable Errors (UE's). These may 'be detected during either memory access cycles or 
refresh scrub cycles. . 

How these errors are reported to th~ processor (or DVMA master) is discussed below. 

9.2. Error Reporting for ECC Memory Systems 

The ,following sections summarize first the controls to enable error reporting and second how the 
error reporting differs according to the type of memory cycle and error. 
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9.2.1. Enabling Error Checking and Reporting 

A table listing the names and functions of enable bits for errors is given below. 

Enable Bit ,Applies on ,Function of 
Name/Reg/Bd I Memory Cycles , Enable Bit 

ENABLE ECCI 'All Memory ,Enables Check Bit Generation 
Mem Enab/Mem I access, Scrubl and ECC Check for memory 

(None) 

, All Memory 
I access 

I Enables reporting of CE's 
, and UE's to CPU Bd 

, Scrub cycles I Enables ONLY CE reporting 
, only , to CPU Bd 
, I (UE's are inhibited) 

, All Memory I UE bit in Mem·Error Reg 
I access cyclesj always enabled and is set 
, I on UE reported to CPU Bd 

ENABLE .CEI , 
Mem Error/CPU, 

All Mem~ry I 
access, Scrubl 

Enables CE bit in Mem Error 
Reg: CE is set if the Error 
Status bit (00) in the 
Correctable Error Reg on 
ANY Mem Bd is active; CE 
bit is reset only when ALL 
Error Status bits are reset 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

ENABLE INTI I 
Mem Error/CPU, 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

All Memory I 
access, Scrubl 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Enables interrupt to CPU if 
~ny memory error bit in the 
Memory Error Reg is active. 
The error bits, 00:03, . 
include the CE, UE, WBACK, 
~nd Sirius Time Out bits. 
(See Son-3 Cache Appendix 
for WBACK. Time Out bits.) 

9.2.2. Repotting ECC Errors 

Uncorretable and Correctable errors are reported to the CPU or DVM A Master as follows. 

• On DVMA cycles, the ONL V error that is reported to the DVMA Master is an 
Uncorrectable error on thedatci requested during a DVMA Read cycle. this UE is 
reported to the Master as a bus error. Errors resulting from DVM A Write cy~les or cache 
related operations are not reported to the DVMA Master. 

• ALL Correctable and Un correctable errors, if enabled, are reported to the processor as 
. interrupts for all memory acCess or refresh scrub cycles, with one exception. 

Uncorrectable errors detected during refresh scrub cycles are NOT reported, since the 
virtual address for this asynchronous cycle cannot be obtained. 

• No.te that the Memory Address reg on the processor board does NOT capture the failing 
address of Correctable errors. The Correctable Error Reg on each memory board saves 
this address. The Memory Address Reg saves the virtual addresses for Un correctable 
errors plus other cache. related errors, 

49 
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9.3. Device Space Registers for ECC Memory 

In ~his section, the registers defined in the Device Space (Type 1 access) for ECC control are 
examined in detail. First the use of the Memory Error _and Memory Address Registers for ECC error 
reporting are discussed, and then the memory board Device Space registers are covered. 

9.3.1. The Memory Error and Address Registers 

The Device Space (Type 1) page for ECC·errors includes two registers, the Memory Error Reg and 
the Memory Address Reg. These registers are at the same address as the corresponding registers for 
Parity memory. 

The Memory Error register enables and records both ECC memory related and cache related 
errors. Its address is t~e same as that of the Parity Error register for Parity memory and has the same 
format. The low' order. nibble, 03:00, records the error condition, and bit 07 indicates an interrupt. 
BhsD6:D4 are enable'(or unused) bits. 

Memory Error Register 

Address Register Type Data Width 

o MEMORY ERROR Read/Write Byte 
-------------------~----------~---------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------Bit Name Type Meaning 
----------------------------------------------------------DO CE Read Only Correctable Error 
01 UE Read Only Uncorrectable Error 
02' WBACKERR Read Only Write Back Error 
03 TIMEOUT Read Only Sirius Bus Time Out 
04. ENABLE CE Read/Wr,ite Enable Correctable 

Error Recording 
05 Unused Read Only 
06 ENABLE INT Read/Write Enable Memory Error 

07 ERROR INT Read Only· 
. Interrupts 
Memory Error Interrupt 

, • The CE bit recor~s a correctable error. It functions somewhat differently from other error 
bits (03:01) . .If enabled by' the Enable CE bit (04), the CE bit is set if the Error Status bit 
<I?O) of the Correctable Error Reg on ANY memory board is active (indicating a CE on that 
board). It resets only if ALL Error Status bits are reset. In particular, resetting the Memory 
Error Reg by writh1g to the Memory Address. Reg does NOT reset the CE bit. 

• The UE bit records an Uncorrectable error. 

• WBACKEAA and TIMEOUT error conditions are discussed in the Sun-3 Cache chapter. 
I 

• ENABLE CE enables the recording of a Correctable error as bit ~O. 

• ENABLE INT enables an interrupt to the processor (bit 07) for any of the error conditions 
03:00. 

• The ERROR INT bit signals a level 7 interrupt to the processor. 
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The Memory Address Register acts in conjunction with the Memory Error Reg to freeze the failing 
virtual address for all error conditions recorded in Error register bits 03:01 (not GE's). The real 
addresses for GE's are captured inthe Correctable Error Reg on each memory board. 

Memory Error bits 03:01 and 07 are reset and the Memory Address register is unfrozen by a write 
to the high order byte of the Memory Address Reg. 

Memory Address Register Description 

Address Register Type 

4 MEMORY ADDRESS Read Only 

Bit Name 

027:00 VA(27:0) 
030:028 CX(2:0) 
031 OVMA-BIT 

Type 

Read Only 
Read Only 
Read Only 

Data Width 

Long 

Meaning 

Virtual Addr. (28 bit) 
Context Number (3 bit) 
Set if error occured 
on OVMA bus cycle 

9-.4., Add ressing Registers Qn ECC Memory Boards 

Each memory board on the Sirius bus contains three different Oevice Space registers. All of these· 
registers are addressable throug'h a single page in the Device Space, as' shown in the partial map 
below. 

Physical Address Assignment for ECC Memory Registers 
Type Address Device 
-----I------------------I-----~-----------------------1 [OxOOlEOOOOJ ECC Memory Registers 

(21 bit) 

Within this page, address bits A7:~4 address the memory board number (set by jumper or 
backplane slot number, depending on the implementation). Address bits A3:AO address each of the 
th~ee registers, as shown below. 

9.4.1. The ECC Memory Enab.le Register 

The contents of the 16 bit ECC Memory En~ble Register are shown below. 
, . 
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ECC Memory Enable Register Description: 
Address Register Type Data Width 

A3:AO=0 ECC MEM ENABLE Read/Write Word 
A7:A4=BdH 

Bit Name Type Meaning 

04:00 BASE ADDRESS Read/Write Base Address; compare 
with A26:A22 

05 BOARD ENABLE Read/Write Overall memory board 
enable 

06 ECC ENABLE Read/Write ECC Check/Gen enable 
07 SCRUB· ENABLE Read/Write Background Scrub 

enable 
09:8 BOARD SIZE Read Only Board size encoding: 

00 '" 4 MB 
01 • 8 MB 
10 • 16 MB 
11 • 32 MB 

015:010 Reserved Read Only Board type indentif1er 

The register contents are used as follows: . 

• The Base Address is compared with Sirius bus address bits A26:A22 during each Sirius 
bus Memory cycle. _. (Note that-the ·Sun.3 archit~cture requires that all real address bits 
A31 :AO be decoded.) If the Bpard Enable bit (04) is active, the memory access, request is 
addressed to this board if A26:A22 is.-greater than or equal to the Base Address and less 
than the Base plus the board size (4 MB to 32 MB, encoded in 09:08). 

• The Board Enable bit is initialized to zero and must be active to read or write memory. 

-The ECC Enable bit enables check bit generation and all' single bit and uncorrectable 
error reporting to the processor board. . 

• The Scrub Enable bit enables a background data scrub (an optional memQry feature) 
during refresh cycles. Correctable errors detected during the scrub are reported. 

• The Board Size field is a Read Only field encoding the board size, 4 MB to 16 MB. 

• The Reserved field can be used to identify particular versions of the Memory board. (This 
field is set to O's for the initial Sirius Memory board.) 

9.4.2. The ECC Memory Enable Register: Initialization 

52 

All memory boards in the system MUST have their Base Address registers initialized on address 
boundaries that are multiples of the board size. As examples, an 8 MB board must be initialized with 
bit DO = 0; a 16 MB board with 01 :00 = 00; and a 32 MB board with 02:00 = 000. 
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9.4.3. The Correctable Error Register 

The 32 bit Correctable Error Register captures the syndrome and real address of the first single bit 
error on a memory board. It is reset on a write to the high order byte of the CE register. 

Correctable Error Register Description: 
Address Register Type Data Width 

A3:AOa4 CORRECTABLE ERR Read Only 32 bits 
A7:A4=BdN 

Bit Name Type 

DO ERROR STATUS Read Only 

023:01 CE ADDRESS Read Only 

031:024 SYNDROME Read Only 

The register contents are used as follows: 

Meaning 

Status: 1 & CE Error; 
o - No CE error 

Real Address bits 
A25:A3 for first CE 

Syndrome for first CE 

• The Error Status bit is set active when the first correctable error is detected and reset by a 
Write to the (read only) CE register. The address' and syndrome are frozen while the bit is 
set. . 

• The CE Address field holds real address bits A25:A3 of the 'first CEo 

• The Syndrome field holds the syndrome of the first CEo 

9.4.4. The.ECC Chip Diagnostic Register 

Any implementation of the Sun-3 ECC memory must include control registers to initialize and test 
the ECC g~neration and check logic. In the first implementation of ECC memory on Sirius, the AMD 
2960A ECC chips hav'e been selected for this logic. Their initialization and'use is described below as 
an example of an ECC Diagnostic Register. 

It is not intended, by including this description, to restrict all implementations of Sun-3 ECC 
memory to use these AMD chips. 

The Sirius ECC memory utilizes four AMD 2960A ECC chips per memory board. A 16 bit register 
internal. to each of these chips controls its j'nitialization and testing. 

The ECC Chip Diagnostic Register is a logical 64 bit register consisting of the four 16 bit registers 
inside the 2960A chip. This register must be read or written as 16 bit words (or 32 bit longwords) on 
word (Iongword) boundaries. 

See the AMD Data Book for a complete description. 
ECC Chip Diagnostic Register Description: 
Address Register Type Data Width 

A3:AO-S ( ECC CHIP DIAG 
A7:A4-Sd' 

Sun Microsystems Inc . 

Read/Write 64 bits (16 or 
32 bit access) 
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10. Appendix: Physical Ad~ ress Map Example 
This is an example for a physical address map of a implementation with VMEbus interface. 

10.1. Physical Address Assignments 

Type 

o 

1 

2 

3 

Address 

32-bit 

[OxOOOOOOOO] 

[OxFFOOOOOO] 

l1-b1t 

[OxOOODDOOO] 
[ox00002DDO] 
[Ox00004000] 
[OxOD006000] 
[Ox00008000] 
[OxOO,OOADOO] 
[oxQOOOCOOO] 
[ox'OOOOEOOO] 
[OxOOOlOOOO] 

32-bit 

[OxOOOOOOOO] 
[OxFFOOOOOO] 
[OxFFFFOOOO] 

32-bit 

[OxOOOOOOQO] 
[OxFFDOOOOO] 
[OxFFFFOOOO] 

Device 

Memory Bus 

Physical Memory 

Video Memory 

1/0 Bus 

EPROM 
EEPROM 
Interrupt Register 
Memory Jrror Register 
Clock 
Keyboard/Mouse Port 
Serial Port 
Ethernet Control Register 
Encryption Processor 

VMEbus l6-bit data 

VMEbus 32':'b it addr'ess space 
VMEbus 24-bit ~ddress space 
VMEbus' l6-bit address space 

VMEbus 32-bit data 

VMEbus'32-bit address space 
VMEbus 24-bit address space 
VMEbus l6-bi~ address space 
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